Pan-American Championship
Adults, U18 (Kyus and Danes)
Mexico City, 25 – 28 August 2017
Host by: FEDERACIÓN MEXICANA DE JIUJITSU with the consent of UPJJ
Authorities: FEDERACIÓN MEXICANA DE JIUJITSU FEDERACIÓN INTERNACIONAL DE JIU JITSU,
UNIÓN
PANAMERICANA DE JIU JITSU
Referee course: The referee course will be held on august 24 y 25 with exam and y graduation
in FIGHTING, DUO and NEWAZA once the tournament is over.
Inscription conditions: On the inscription list each delegation needs to send to us the following:
Federation Authorities, Member responsible for the team, Member responsible in the
competition, coach, referees.
NOTE: if there is any inconvenience when register and/or change of a competitor and/or
member of the delegation status, these must be authorized by UPJJ of any change
Registration: Should be made by email panamericanojiujitsu@gmail.com
Last day of registration: August, Tuesday 8, 2017
Competition place: CD DE MÉXICO
Cost: 80 UDS per competitor
Documentation: all competitors must provide the same Id presented in the registrationpassport-Cedula- Health insurance Card, etc. (Note for all US competitor health insurance in
south America has a picture so I don’t think apply to us)
Agenda
THURSDAY AUGUST 24TH
Arrival of delegations, Credentials, reception, Inscription receipt
Continental referee curse
16:30 Inscription

17:00 a 20:00 Referee course.
FRIDAY AUGUST 25TH
11:00 a 14:00 Referee course with exams in the following systems FIGHTING, DUO
AND NEWAZA
17:00 TO 18:00 weight in adults and U18
20:00 TO 18:00 informative meeting and categories lottery
SATURDAY AUGUST 26TH
9:00 Competition starts NE WAZA Y FIGHTING U 18 and adults
20:00 UPJJ congress
SUNDAY AUGUST 27TH
9:00 Competition starts
22:00 Gala Dinner Cost 30 USD
MONDAY AUGUST 28
Delegation exit
Referee Only register by each delegation referee can participate in the tournament.
If the delegation cannot reach the minimum number of referee, the event organizer will cover
the amount with national referee.
NOTA: Al referee must be 18 years of age and older at the time of the event: Blue tie is
mandatory, white shirt, blue blazer, grey trousers.
Referee rules: The current JJIF rules will apply
GI-: competitors must have a white GI for each system. Must be clean and good condition, with
Blue/Red belt.
All competitors must have their protective gear. Organization will not provide protective gear.
NOTE: All Kyus competitors must have with them blue/red belts as well. Do not need for kyus
color belt.

Delegate: Each delegation will have one individual responsible for the team. Each federation
shall have a list at the inscription with a Coach, responsible delegate for the team (this two
position can be hold by the same person) Whoever hold these position will be responsible for
the good behavior of the country its whom represent and it will be the only one allow to
approach to the table in case of discrepancy.
Coaches: each competitors is allowed to have one coach, and he will be located on the side
with the designated chair.
Referee Director: As a referee director he can expel coaches if they misbehave if necessary
Code of conduct: Each team member shall respect the UPJJ code of conduct. CÓDIGO DE
Dress code: Shirt, tie, Suit, or team, or team jogging suit.

Team responsibilities: Each delegation id responsible of the conduct and possible injuries that it
might occur during the period of the competition.
Age ADULTS: competitors born in 1997 and before.
Age Categories U18 18: Born in 2002, 2001, and 2000
DURATION OF THE COMBAT
ADULTS:
3 Minutes per combat Fighting System.
6 Minutes per combat Ne Waza.
Duo system N/A.
CATEGORÍA SUB 18:
3 Minutes per combat fighting

4 Minutes per combat Ne Waza
Duo system N/A.

CATEGORÍAS Brown and Black Belts:
Fighting Male: 56kgs., – 62 kgs, -69 kgs, -77 kgs, -85 kgs, -94 kgs, 94 kgs
Fighting Female: 49 kgs, -55 kgs, -62 kgs, -70 kgs, +70 kgs
Ne Waza Male: 56 kgs, – 62 kgs, -69 kgs, -77 kgs, -85 kgs, -94 kgs, +94 kgs
Ne Waza Female : 49 kgs, -55 kgs, -62 kgs, -70 kgs, +70 kgs
Duo System: Male, Female and MIXTO. Duo Show: Male, Female and MIX.
Sub 18 Kyu: COLORES:
SUB 18:
Fighting Male 46 kg, -50 kg, -55 kg, -60 kg, -66 kg, -73 kg, -81 kg, +81 kg
Fighting: Female -40 kg, -44 kg, -48 kg, -52 kg, -57 kg, -63 kg, -70 kg, +70 kg
Ne Waza Male 46 kg, -50 kg, -55 kg, -60 kg, -66 kg, -73 kg, -81 kg, +81 kg
Ne Waza Female : -40 kg, -44 kg, -48 kg, -52 kg, -57 kg, -63 kg, -70 kg, +70 kg
Duo System: Male, Female and MIXTO. Duo Show: Male, Female and MIXTO.
Inscription Black belts
Each country could enroll 3 competitor per weight division
KYU and U18: No limit
Hotel: To be determent
-It is obligatory register to the assigned hotels provided by the organization. If your team
chooses not to go to a designated hotel the fee will be the amount of the designated hotel cost
for a period of three nights

RANKING: the participation in the Pan American championship 2017 will collect the following
points
Black belt: will add point for the official ranking of athletes of the JJIF.
It will granted points in accordance with JJIF rules and also to the teams that get 1st 2nd and 3rd
position (this apply only for black belt)
Medical attention: The Mexican federation will provide to its register athletes medical attention
throughout the tournament. In case of any medical surgery due to injury/illness that requires
hospitalization, treatment should be paid by federation whom it competitor belong to
Responsibility: Each federation should exempt the Mexican federation of any and all
responsibility that might happens on the event to its competitors during competition and or
training
NOTA: health insurance is recommended

